Complete Citations
of peer-reviewed publications.

The contents of a complete citation for journal articles, book chapters and books are described below. Formatting the text by use of punctuation, bolding, italics, order of date and other items should follow journals within your academic field.

If CWU students are co-authors, please identify them in the following manner:
*CWU Graduate student, and
†CWU Undergraduate student

A complete journal article citation includes:
All authors’ last names and first names or initials in order of citation in article;
full article title;
full journal title, (no abbreviations please)
volume number,
inclusive page numbers (first and last page numbers of article); and
year published.

A complete book chapter citation includes:
All authors’ last names and first names or initials in order of citation in book;
chapter title;
/in book title;
edition number or series information (if any);
publisher: place of publication,
volume number (if any),
inclusive chapter page numbers;
year published.

A complete book citation includes:
All authors’ last names and first names or initials in order of citation in book;
book title;
edition number or series information (if any);
publisher: place of publication,
volume number (if any),
year published.